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Quantum enhanced measurement of an optical frequency
comb
Y. Cai 1,2✉, J. Roslund1, V. Thiel3, C. Fabre1 and N. Treps1✉

Measuring the spectral properties of an optical frequency comb is among the most fundamental tasks of precision metrology. In
contrast to general single-parameter measurement schemes, we demonstrate here single shot multi-parameter estimation of an
optical frequency comb at and beyond the standard quantum limit. The mean energy and the central frequency as well as the
spectral bandwidth of ultrafast pulses are simultaneously determined with a multi-pixel spectrally resolved (MPSR) apparatus,
without changing the photonics architecture. Moreover, using a quantum frequency comb that intrinsically consists of multiple
squeezed states in a family of Hermite–Gaussian spectral/temporal modes, the signal-to-noise ratios of the multiple spectral
parameters estimation can surpass the standard quantum limit. Combining our multi-pixel detection scheme and the multimode
entangled resource could find applications in ultrafast quantum metrology and multimode quantum information processing.
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INTRODUCTION
Optical frequency combs play a fundamental role in many types of
precision measurements1–3, including broadband spectroscopy4,5,
absolute frequency determination with optical clocks6–9, and
time–distance synchronization10,11. Measuring the spectral proper-
ties of an optical pulse is thus an important part of precision
metrology12–14. The quantum-limited sensitivity for such measure-
ments is dictated by the noise fluctuations present in a well-
defined spectral mode13,15, and the time and spectral separation
has been performed experimentally16,17. For instance, the central
frequency of optical pulses corresponds to the derivative of the
line shape to be measured18–20. The measurement precision and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in these applications are generally
limited by photon number fluctuations, which scale as

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
, where

N is the number of photons in the beam to be detected21.
Optimally engineered squeezed states of light may be utilized to
achieve a sensitivity beyond this quantum shot-noise limit22, which
has been widely applied in various measurements, such as laser
interferometers23–26, squeezing enhanced Raman spectroscopy27,
gravitational wave interferometry28–31, optical magnetometry32,33,
laser beam pointing34,35, biological sensing36, distributed phase
sensing37, etc.
However, in order to characterize a system with several physical

quantities, one often needs to measure multiple related para-
meters many times while modifying the corresponding set-up,
which lacks flexibility. Here, we introduce a multimode approach
for parallel estimation of multiple parameters of a light field, as
well as quantum-enhanced metrology with incorporating an
intrinsic multimode squeezed light38. In this work, we demon-
strate a shot-noise limited measurement of multiple parameters
characterizing the field of optical pulses of a frequency comb. To
realize such parallel multiple parameter estimation, a multi-pixel
spectrally resolved (MPSR) detector is developed. Post-processing
the multichannel data of a single shot measurement, the central
frequency, the mean energy and the spectral bandwidth of light

field are revealed. Also using this spectrally resolved apparatus,
the full covariance matrix of a quantum frequency comb is
reconstructed by simultaneously measuring all the spatially
separated spectral components. Furthermore, the SNR of the
central frequency and the mean energy as well as the spectral
bandwidth measurements are enhanced with the appropriate use
of an ultrafast squeezed light pulse39,40. Interestingly, two of the
three parameters estimation, i.e., the mean energy and the
spectral bandwidth, can surpass the quantum limit at the same
time, then we thus demonstrate multiple parameters estimation of
an optical frequency comb, i.e., beyond the shot-noise limit,
without changing the photonics architecture. This method is
general for realizing simultaneous interrogation of many para-
meters at and beyond the standard quantum limit, and could also
be applied for other quantum information processing, e.g.,
quantum computing.

RESULTS
The quantum Cramér-Rao bound of spectral measurements
Let us consider the complex electric field of a single pulse of light,
E tð Þ, as the product of a mean amplitude and a specific pulse
shape, E tð Þ ¼ Atu tð Þ exp iω0tð Þ, where u tð Þ represents a specific
time mode (i.e. a single pulse shape), ω0 is the central frequency,
and At is the complex amplitude. This pulse can be a single one or
part of a train of pulses, such as an optical frequency comb, and
this does not influence the following derivation as soon as the
measurement device has a spectral resolution much lower than
the comb repetition rate. The optical field can then simply be
expressed in the frequency domain as

EðωÞ ¼ E0E ωð Þ ¼ E0

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
u ωð Þ; (1)

where E0 is a normalization constant chosen so that N represents
the mean photon number, and u(ω) is the normalized spectral
amplitude. For a mean-field mode with a gaussian spectral shape,
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we have

u ωð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
Δω

s
exp

� ω� ω0ð Þ2
4Δω2

" #
; (2)

where ω0 is the central frequency, Δω is the spectral bandwidth,
and

R1
�1 u ωð Þu� ωð Þdω is normalized to be unity. Thus to define

such an optical pulse, the three parameters, i.e., N, ω0, and Δω,
need to be characterized.
Let us now consider that a small variation of the central

frequency, δω, of the mean energy, δN ¼ E2
0δN, and of the

spectral bandwidth, δ(Δω) are present within the optical pulse.
Then the electric field deviation can be expressed as

δE ωð Þ � 1

2
ffiffiffiffi
N

p δNuþ
ffiffiffiffi
N

p

2Δω
δωuCF þ

ffiffiffiffi
N

pffiffiffi
2

p
Δω

δ Δωð ÞuBD: (3)

The parameters corresponding to a displacement δN of the
mean energy and δω of the central frequency as well as δ Δωð Þ
of the spectral bandwidth are carried by a specific mode or
pulse shape. These normalized modes are respectively given
by u ωð Þ, uCFðωÞ ¼ 2Δω∂uðωÞ=∂ω ¼ � ω�ω0

Δω uðωÞ, and

uBD ¼ ffiffiffi
2

p
Δω∂uðωÞ=∂Δω ¼ ðω�ω0Þ2�Δω2ffiffi

2
p

Δω2 uðωÞ. Note that central fre-
quency mode uCF is orthogonal to the mean-field mode, while the
bandwidth mode uBD is not. This approach is very general to any
parameter, and these mode-dependent parameters could be
estimated with a multimode detection scheme, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. An optical pulse perturbed by any type of noises can always
be decomposed on a series of unperturbed modes, which carry
corresponding time-dependent coefficients. These coefficients are
associated with the variation of specific physical parameters. Their
noise properties is ultimately governed by the quantum vacuum
fluctuations in the corresponding modes, leading to the shot-noise
limit in the measurement of these parameters. Hence, using
squeezed light in some of these modes allows for a measurement
with a precision that surpasses the shot-noise limit34,41,42.
To describe the quantum limit in the measurement of these

quantities, a full quantum representation of light is taken. Hence,
the electric field operator is expressed as Ê ωð Þ ¼ P

i âiui ωð Þ, where
âi is the annihilation operator in the spectral mode ui ωð Þ, and

where we did omit the constant E0 for simplicity. In the case of
coherent state illumination, the Cramér-Rao bound for the
parameters δN, δω, and δ Δωð Þ in Eq. (3) is given by18–20

δNSQL ¼
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
; (4)

δωSQL ¼ Δωffiffiffiffi
N

p ; (5)

δ Δωð ÞSQL ¼
Δωffiffiffi
2

p ffiffiffiffi
N

p ; (6)

where, δNSQL, δωSQL, and δ Δωð ÞSQL are the minimum standard
deviations for any estimator of the corresponding parameters, at
the standard quantum limit.
In the more general case where the noise of the mode carrying

the parameter is not at the shot-noise level, but still Gaussian, the
Cramér-Rao bound is constrained by that noise:

δNCRB ¼
ffiffiffiffi
N

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hΔ2x̂ui

q
; (7)

δωCRB ¼ Δωffiffiffiffi
N

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hΔ2x̂uCFi

q
; (8)

δ Δωð ÞCRB ¼ Δωffiffiffi
2

p ffiffiffiffi
N

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hΔ2x̂uBDi

q
; (9)

where x̂u , x̂uCF , and x̂uBD are the optical amplitude quadrature of
the modes u, uCF, and uBD respectively, defined as x̂i ¼ âi þ âyi ,
and Δ2x̂i is the noise in the associated mode i. δNCRB, δωCRB, and
δ Δωð ÞCRB are the minimum standard deviations for any estimator
with Gaussian noises. These Cramér-Rao bounds are taken as the
measurement sensitivities for the experimentally measured
parameters18.

Model of the MPSR detection system
We now describe the model of the MPSR detection which is
employed to reach the Cramér-Rao bound, as introduced in the
previous section. This detection system is represented in Fig. 2,
and has for input, in our case, a train of light pulses which carry

Fig. 1 Multi-parameters estimation scheme. a Parameter estimation with a multimode detection scheme. A light beam carrying the
parameters is interrogated with a multi-pixel detector (MPD), and via post-processing the associated optical modes, multiple parameters can
be simultaneously estimated. b Modal decomposition of a noisy optical pulse: physical noise parameters can be associated with different
time/frequency modes. We represent here photon number and central frequency noise modes. Measurement of the associated modes can
lead to Cramer-Rao bound limited sensitivity.
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the information to be extracted. These pulses are diffracted on a
grating and the different color components are then detected
simultaneously by a one-dimension photodiode array. Hence, the
modes effectively detected by the multi-pixel array, which we call
the pixel modes and write also {ui} for simplicity, are the
normalized spectral slices of the mean field of the intense beam
shining on the detector pixels. Thus, these pixel modes, {ui}, define
the measurement basis.
In order to recover the mode which carries a given parameter,

for instance the central frequency, one can implement a real linear
basis change on these measured photocurrents. Let us call {vs} the
mode we want to recover, associated with annihilation operator
âs. We approximate this mode from the pixel modes:

âs ’ âm ¼
P

imiâi
η

; (10)

where the projection coefficients, mi ¼
R
u�i ðωÞvsðωÞdω and the

detection efficiency, η ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
im

2
i

p
. We assume, as is the case both

in the theoretical description and in the experiment, that all the mi

are real, meaning that the spectral phase of the mode vs is the same
as the one of the pixel modes. Note that one can easily include this
possible phase variation in the calculation, but we omit it for
simplicity. Hence, if the detection efficiency η is equal to 1, the
mode âs is perfectly recovered and the measurement sensitivity
exactly reaches the Cramér-Rao bound41. In the general case, the
quality of the approximation between the signal mode âs and the
measured mode âm depends ultimately on the number of pixels
and on the filling factor of these pixels onto the photodiode array
relative to the pixel modes of the optical spectrum to be measured.
More specifically, because we aim at measuring a variation of

the mean field as defined in Eq. (3), we can consider the small
variations of the measured intensity on each pixel mode relative
to the mean power. As the mean field is intense, one can write
that the variation of Îi ¼ âyi âi is equal to δ̂Ii ¼ αiδx̂i where αi is the

amplitude of the field in the ith pixel mode âi , considered as real
without loss of generality, and δx̂i ¼ x̂i � hx̂ii is the fluctuation
quadrature operator. Hence, post-processing the measured
intensity using Eq. (10) one can directly reconstruct δx̂m ¼
1
η

P
imi

δIi
αi

and access the fluctuations of mode âm. In the case
where η= 1, the multi-pixel detection system is able to estimate
the parameter carried on a specific mode, reaching the Cramér-
Rao bound of Eqs. (7) and (8). If the modes are squeezed on the
amplitude quadrature (ðδx̂mÞ2 < 1), the sensitivity increases
beyond the shot-noise limit, allowing for a smaller value of the
corresponding parameters to be measured. The case η < 1 is
equivalent to a reduced efficiency of the detection, and leads to a
corresponding reduced sensitivity.
Furthermore, using conventional single-pixel detection meth-

ods, such orthogonal parameters cannot be simultaneously
measured. However, using the MPSR, one may choose several
on-demand spectral modes to characterize and apply the
corresponding post-processing simultaneously. The MPSR allows
arbitrary real basis change on the original multi-pixel data. Thus,
this methodology enables parallel parameter estimation via post-
processing without changing the optical set-up.

Experimental set-up and shot-noise limited measurement
Our experimental set-up is displayed in Fig. 2. A train of ~100 fs
optical pulses centered at 795 nm with a repetition rate of 76MHz
propagates through a weakly transmitting beam splitter. In practice,
the center wavelength of the spectrum is shifted by modulating at
a high frequency the tilt of a mirror inside the pulsed laser cavity.
The modulation is done at fm= 1.5 MHz in order to avoid the
technical noise of the laser field and ensuring that the measure-
ment is done at the shot-noise limit. The optical beam is spectrally
dispersed by a high efficiency grating and imaged onto an eight-
pixel photodiode array. To avoid the gaps in between pixels of the

Fig. 2 Experimental set-up. a The simultaneous multimode measurement of frequency, energy and spectral bandwidth fluctuations within a
laser field. All three parameters are modulated within the pulsed laser cavity. A multimode squeezing resource is then employed which allows
enhancing the measurement of these quantity beyond the standard quantum limit. This is accomplished by mixing the squeezer with the
laser field via a strongly reflective beam splitter. The resultant synthetic beam is spectrally dispersed and imaged onto a photodiode array after
passing a micro-lenses array. The photocurrents corresponding to each of the eight pixels are transferred to a computer for post-processing.
BS beam splitter, 10/90; grating has 93% efficiency; MPSR homemade multi-pixel spectrally resolved detector. b The corresponding spectral
bins of equivalent width are simultaneously interrogated with an eight-pixel photodiode array. MPD multi-pixel detector.
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photodiode array, we use a micro-lenses array to focus the eight-
color components on each pixel. The low-noise amplifiers of the
photodiodes have a bandwidth of about 10MHz. The photocur-
rents from the individual pixels are then individually demodulated
at the modulation frequency fm and fed into a data acquisition
system after passing through a 50 kHz low-pass filter.
Once all the photocurrents are acquired by the computer, we

can calculate the signal and noise of different spectral modes as
defined in Eq. (10). The coefficients mi in Eq. (10) are calculated
from the low-frequency output of the MPSR, which gives the
spectral amplitude of the mean field, and the predicted modes
associated with each parameter. In order to retrieve the sensitivity,
we vary the modulation depth in the laser cavity and calculate for
each modulation the SNR using 1000 data points at a sampling
rate of 20 kHz. It is represented in Fig. 3 with the particular
example of the derivative mode associated with the central
frequency fluctuations. The blue curve corresponds to the
obtained sensitivity for coherent input light.
In order to calibrate the sensitivity and the measurement, we

evaluate its properties. On the photodiode array, the field is
spread over a detected bandwidth of 8.8 nm full-width half-
maximum (FWHM), ΔωFWHM ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln 2

p
Δω, and contains a photon

flux of Np≃ 4 × 1016 photons s−1 (which corresponds to ~10mW
of total optical power). These experimental values lead to a shot-
noise limited sensitivity as defined in Eq. (8) of δωSQL ≈

55:7 kHzHz�
1
2, which is much smaller than the 76 MHz spacing

between the comb tooth. Considering the quantum efficiency of
the photodiodes, the optical losses and limited number of pixels
that induce a measured non-perfect mode mismatch with the
ideal spectral mode, the global efficiency in intensity η2 is
evaluated as 70%, and the practical sensitivity is thus δωmeas. ≈

66:5 kHzHz�
1
2. The measurement time, induced by the low-pass

filter, is 20 μs, thus experimentally, the actual sensitivity presented
in Fig. 3 is calculated to be 14.9 MHz for each measurement event.

The quantum frequency comb and quantum-enhanced
spectrometer
In this section, we show how the MPSR detector can be utilized
with multimode squeezed vacuum to simultaneously measure
orthogonal parameters of the optical field with a precision that
surpasses the shot-noise limit.

Multimode quantum light is generated by an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO) synchronously pumped by the second harmonic
of a femtosecond mode-locked laser, as shown in Fig. 2. The
quantum state consists of multimode squeezed vacuum on a basis
of time/frequency modes that resemble closely the modes
obtained by expansion of the field in Eq. (3)39. To characterize
that quantum state, we use two MPSR detectors in a spectrally
resolved homodyne detection scheme to simultaneously record
the quadrature operators in the frequency band basis. We use this
information to reconstruct the eight-partite covariance matrix of
the quantum frequency comb, both in amplitude and phase, as
depicted in Fig. 4a. Note that the total interrogation time to obtain
the full covariance matrix is a few seconds with vacuum squeezing
locked on the amplitude or phase quadrature (see “Methods” for
details). This measurement technique is also promising for
quantum information processing, which requires simultaneous
interrogation of the various entangled parties43–46.
The full covariance matrix contains all the quantum correlations

of the multimode gaussian quantum resource. Using Bloch Messiah
decomposition47 we extract from the covariance matrix a set of
orthogonal squeezed modes, which happen to be very similar to a
set of Hermite–Gaussian spectral shapes in the frequency domain
(corresponding to pulse shapes in the time domain). The leading
four squeezed eigenmodes are presented in Fig. 4b, which are
respectively squeezed by −2.9, −2.2, −1.7, and −1.4 dB, corrected
for electrical dark noise. Note that the odd-order eigenmodes are
squeezed on the amplitude while the even-order ones are
squeezed on the phase quadrature. Here the squeezing levels
are mainly limited by the quantum efficiency of the photodiode
array (~80% quantum efficiency, Hamamatsu S8558), but one
could see that the mean-field mode and the central frequency
mode as well as the bandwidth mode are close to the leading
three eigenmodes which are all significantly squeezed.
In order to implement the quantum-enhanced measurement,

the quantum frequency comb generated by the OPO is then
combined with the optical field coherently on a weakly
transmitting beam splitter. In this way, the generated beam
carries the mean field of the original comb, yet with the quantum
fluctuation of the quantum frequency comb. Therefore, the
synthetic beam consists on a multimode optical field that carries
the parameters to be measured with a noise that is either below or
above shot noise because of quadrature squeezing. In practice, as
the beam splitter reflectivity is about 90%, the squeezed state
undergoes about 10% losses. Experimentally multiple optical
phases have to be locked together. The OPO has to be seeded in
order to be locked on amplification, i.e., the resulting eigenmodes
are squeezed on the amplitude quadrature. Additionally, the
strong signal field and the squeezed vacuum have to be locked
together; this is achieved by locking the signal to the seed. The
measurement with quantum vacuum is then performed employ-
ing a fast mechanical shutter which blocks the seed beam while
holding the electrical locks, allowing for a 100ms measurement
window before the shutter opens and the locks are resumed.
Once data are acquired, the analysis is then performed in the
exact same way as in the previous section.
Reconstructing the mode associated with central frequency

fluctuations ud, we see that the SNR is enhanced by ~15% with
respect to the standard shot-noise sensitivity. As seen in Fig. 3, we
recover a higher response to the modulation depth compared to
the previous case. By computing the ratio between the slopes of
the blue (shot-noise limited) and red (quantum enhanced) curves,
the quantum-enhanced sensitivity is δωQuan ≈ 57.8 kHz Hz�

1
2, thus

with 20 μs measurement time, the actual quantum-enhanced
sensitivity is 12.9 MHz.
The MPSR is a flexible platform that allows for simultaneous

extraction of multiple orthogonal modes by post-processing. In
addition to quantifying the frequency fluctuations, variations in
the mean energy and the spectral bandwidth of the light field

Fig. 3 Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measurements. Measurement of
the central frequency displacement that is induced inside the laser
cavity. The blue and the red lines are the SNRs for the shot-noise
limited and quantum-enhanced cases, respectively. All the measure-
ments are implemented at 1.5 MHz modulation sideband where all
the classical noises could be ignored. All the data are only corrected
for electric dark noise. The measurement time is taken to be 20 μs
for each measurement, which is defined by the bandwidth (50 kHz)
of the low-pass filter. The error bar for each point above is less than
2%, as the system is well locked and many events are used in the
measurements. These quantities of the error bars are small, and are
thus not drawn for clarity.
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are simultaneously obtained by reconstructing an alternative
photocurrent superposition (i.e., the sum of the individual
photocurrents which corresponds to the mean-field mode). In
practice, the modulation of the center frequency within the laser
cavity also causes an energy variation and an spectral bandwidth
variation. According to Eq. (3), all variations in energy, frequency,
and spectral bandwidth can be retrieved by post-processing the
mean-field mode and the central frequency mode as well as the
bandwidth mode, respectively, seen in Fig. 5a. As seen in Fig. 5b,
c, while the sensitivity for determining frequency deviations is
enhanced with a squeezing resource, the sensitivity for the
measurements of energy and bandwidth fluctuations are
degraded with respect to the shot-noise limit. This is due to
the fact that the modes corresponding to these two spectral
structures are squeezed in opposite quadratures (i.e., the
frequency mode is squeezed while the mean-field mode and
the bandwidth mode are anti-squeezed). Note that the results
for the central frequency are similar to that in the previous
single-parameter case in Fig. 3. However, as seen in Fig. 5d,
acting on the locking system one can change which parameter is
to be squeezed, and switch to a synthetic beam whose energy

and bandwidth parameters estimation are enhanced simuta-
neously. The corresponding shot-noise limited sensitivity of
mean energy shifts is δNSQL ≈ 2 × 108 photons s�

1
2, and with

considering the global efficiency, the practical sensitivity is
δNmesa ≈ 1.7 × 108 photons s�

1
2. According to the SNR ratio in

Fig. 5, the quantum-enhanced sensitivity for the mean energy
shift is δNQuan ≈ 1.4 × 108 photons s�

1
2, which is ~19% improved

compared to the one with shot-noise limited. For a measure-
ment time of 20 μs, the actual sensitivities are 7.5 × 105 photons
and 6.1 × 105 photons for shot-noise limited and quantum-
enhanced, respectively. Similarly, the shot-noise limited sensi-
tivity for the spectral bandwidth are δ Δωð ÞSQL � 39.4 kHz Hz�

1
2,

and considering the global efficiency, the actual sensitivity is
δ Δωð ÞSQL � 47.1 kHz Hz�

1
2. The quantum-enhanced sensitivity is

δ Δωð ÞQuan � 33.4 kHz Hz�
1
2, which is ~29% improved compared

to the shot-noise limited one. And for a measurement time of
20 μs, the actual sensitivities are 10.5 and 7.46 MHz for shot noise
and quantum-enhanced light, respectively. Note that as the
central frequency mode is orthogonal to the energy mode, our
MPSR scheme has no fundamental limit to realize all the three

Fig. 4 The quantum state of the multimode quantum resource. a Eight-partite full covariance matrix of the multimode quantum resource
via multi-pixel homodyne measurement. All the amplitude or phase quadrature of different color components, x̂i or p̂i , are simultaneously
interrogated, and the spectrum of the local oscillator is divided into eight frequency bands of equivalent width. The covariance matrix
elements are defined as 1

2 hζ̂ i ζ̂ j þ ζ̂ j ζ̂ ii � hζ̂ iihζ̂ ji, where ζ̂ i ¼ x̂i ; p̂i . The shot-noise contribution has been subtracted from the diagonal for better
visibility, and the noise level is normalized to vacuum noise (i.e. shot noise is equal to 1). Note that our squeezer presents no amplitude-phase
cross-correlation, hence the corresponding parts in the full covariance matrix are all zero. b The squeezing values of the four leading spectral
modes (up) and the corresponding squeezing ellipse in quadrature phase space. The red circles represent the shot noise, and the odd-order
and even-order modes are squeezed in amplitude and phase quadrature, respectively. Both (a and b) were only corrected for electrical
dark noise.
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parameters estimation beyond the standard quantum limit
simultaneously, depending only on the squeezing resource.

DISCUSSION
The present work provides a proof of principle for the ability to
exceed the standard quantum limit in the measurement of
frequency and energy as well as spectral bandwidth fluctuations
within an optical frequency comb. Importantly, the use of a
multiplexed detection device is general and enables the
simultaneous estimation of multiple parameters characterizing
the light pulses. The three parameters, central frequency and
mean energy as well as spectral bandwidth, are measured in
parallel at the shot-noise limit. Furthermore, using the quantum
frequency comb, which is intrinsically multimode squeezed, we
improve the sensitivity of the three parameters beyond the shot-
noise limit by 19%, 15%, and 29%, for mean energy, central
frequency, and spectral bandwidth, respectively. Interestingly,
there is one configuration, where two of the three parameters, i.e.,
the mean energy and the spectral bandwidth, estimation can be
quantum enhanced at the same time.
Notably, appropriate linear combinations of the multiple

photocurrents of the wavelength-multiplexed detection have also
revealed variations in the field bandwidth, temporal jitter, and
overall phase15. This fact suggests a tremendous flexibility in the

use of multimode detection for the interrogation of multi-
dimensional light fields. Moreover, multimode measurement-
based quantum computing and multipartite quantum secure
communications could also be implemented with a MPSR
homodyne detection scheme48,49. Applying the present multi-
pixel detection scheme together with a controllable non-Gaussian
operation such as photon subtraction50 is a promising way to
realize quantum advantage.

METHODS
Multi-pixel homodyne detection
To realize simultaneously interrogating the multimode quantum correla-
tions, the multi-pixel homodyne detection is applied, which is desired for
quantum information processing48. The multipartite frequency structure of
ultrafast pulse trains provides a rich platform for the generation of
squeezed modes of various spectral shapes39. The second harmonic of a
76MHz pulse train delivering ~120 fs pulses centered at 795 nm
synchronously pumps a below-threshold OPO. The squeezed vacuum
output of this synchronously pumped OPO (SPOPO) has been demon-
strated to consist of a multimode squeezed state in which the spectral
structure of each mode closely approximates a Hermite–Gaussian
progression. For instance, the second squeezed mode of the series
provides a close approximation to the derivative of the original spectral
field, which is the optimal mode for identifying frequency variations15.

Fig. 5 Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measurements of multi-parameters. a Experimental detection modes corresponding to the mean field
(top), the central frequency mode (middle), and the bandwidth mode (bottom), which are reconstructed based on the mean field. b–d SNRs
for mean field (blue curves) and central frequency mode (red curves) as well as spectral bandwidth mode (orange curves) while increasing the
modulation depth of displacement, b when the other port of the beam splitter is vacuum, c quantum frequency comb with a squeezed
central frequency mode, and (d) quantum frequency comb with a mean field and a bandwidth mode squeezed at the same time. The
measured standard quantum limit (SQL) presented in (b) is added in (c and d) (dashed lines). As the system is well locked and many events are
used in the measurements, error bars for each SNR point are small (<2%), and are thus not drawn for clarity.
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The multimode quantum correlations of the quantum resource are
measured simultaneously via multi-pixel balanced homodyne detection.
This spectrally resolved apparatus provides many individual homodyne
detecting different colors of pulses at the same time, which enables to
collect the quantum correlations among all channels simultaneously. The
full covariance matrix of the multimode gaussian state can then be
reconstructed with the measured quantum correlations. Importantly, the
simultaneous homodyne measurement is required in multimode quantum
information processing48 and allows for the present parallel parameter
estimation within multimode.
As seen in Fig. 6a, the multimode quantum resource39, and the local

oscillator are balanced mixed with the beam splitter. Different from
general homodyne detection, after the 50/50 beam splitter, the two
balanced arms pass through an optical dispersion device, and all the
frequency components are thus simultaneously interrogated via the
homemade multi-pixel detection apparatus. To reconstruct the full
covariance matrix, amplitude and phase quadrature correlations are
collected by two single measurements, while locking the relative phase
between the signal and the local light at 0 and π/2, respectively.
Experimentally, for dispersing the light, a pair of optical gratings with the

efficiency of 93% are used. The homemade multi-pixel apparatus has ~80%
detection efficiency, 10 MHz detection bandwidth, and commercial
photodiode arrays (~80% quantum efficiency, Hamamasu S8558) are used,
as well as microlensarray is applied to focus the dispersed light onto the
sensing pixels of the photodiode arrays. The homodyne visibility is 94%.
The data are interrogated with a vacuum squeezing locking. As seen in

Fig. 6b, the time sequence is trigged with a two-channel high precision
signal generator, which generates TTL1 and TTL2 with a fixed relative time
difference of a few milliseconds. A fast mechanical shutter is used to
control the seed beam of SPOPO, and its on-off frequency is set to be
10–100 Hz. The both locking of the cavity and amplification (deamplifica-
tion) is on with seed beam, and the covariance data of SPOPO are collected
while the seed beam is blocked and the locking is hold.
To reconstruct the covariance matrix, the quantum correlations are

measured via the multi-pixel homodyne detection. All the difference signal
of each pair of the frequency pixels in the multi-pixel homodyne detection
are measured simultaneously, and the difference of the ith pair of detector
pixels represent the quadrature value in the ith frequency band, expressed
as below,

Î
�
i ¼ 2jαi j2ôi ; (11)

where αi is the amplitude of the ith frequency band of the local oscillator,
and ôi represents the corresponding quadrature of the signal field. The
covariance matrix with amplitude and phase quadrature correlations are
reconstructed by calculating the variances of combined difference signals.
To construct the full covariance matrix, the correlations terms are defined,

hôi ôji ¼
ĥI�i Î

�
j i

4jαi j2jαj j2
: (12)

Importantly, the leading three squeezed modes of the series provides a
close approximation to the mean-field mode and the central frequency

mode as well as the bandwidth mode, which identify energy, central
frequency, and spectral width variations. Hence, combining the multimode
squeezed states and the multichannel detector allows for parallel estimation
of corresponding parameters beyond the standard quantum limit.

DATA AVAILABILITY
All the data and calculations that support the findings of this study are available from
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